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Abstract:- As computers become more pervasive in society, 

natural human computer interaction will have a positive 

impact on their use. Hence there has been growing interest in 

the new approaches and technologies for bridging the human 

computer barrier. Gestures have long been considered as an 

interaction technique that can potentially deliver more 

natural, creative and intuitive methods to communicate with 

our computers. The use of hand gestures as a natural 

interface serves as a motivating force for research in gesture 

taxonomies. 

It focuses on the three main phases of hand gesture 

recognition i.e detection, tracking and recognition. Firstly the 

hand is detected using skin filtering and palm cropping was 

performed to extract out only the palm portion of the hand. 

After palm extraction, the features of hand were extracted 

using ant colony optimization technique and finally the input 

hand gesture is recognized using proper classifier. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The essential aim of hand gesture recognition 

system is to create a natural interaction system between 

human and computer where the recognised gestures can be 

used for controlling robot or conveying some information. 

Human computer interaction also named man 

machine interaction refers to the relation between the 

human and computer. Gestures are used for communicating 

between human and machines as well as people using sign 

language. 

In this method of hand gesture recognition firstly 

the skin filtering is done where RGB image is converted to 

HSV image because this model is  

more sensitive to lighting conditions and then ant 

colony optimization is applied. 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

We have studied many previous works done in 

this field by different researchers. There are many 

approaches that were followed by many researchers like 

vision based, data glove based, Artificial neural network, 

fuzzy logic, Genetic algorithm, Hidden markov model etc,. 

Some of the previous works are given below: 

Many researchers [1][2][3] used vision based 

approaches for identifying hand gestures. kapuscinski [1] 

found out the skin colored region from the captured image 

and then this image with desired hand region was intensity 

normalised and histogram was found for the same. 

Hasan[8] applied multivariate Gaussian distribution to 

recognize hand gestures using non geometric features. The 

input hand image is segmented using two different methods 

[18]: skin color based segmentation by applying HSV color 

model and clustering based thresholding techniques. Some 

operations are performed to capture the shape of the hand 

to extract hand feature, the modified Direction Algorithm 

are adopted to find a relationship between statistical 

parameters from the data, and used to find slope and trend 

by finding the direction of the hand gesture, as shown in 

figure: 

 

Fig.1 Hand direction 

The Gaussian distinction is applied on the 

segmented image and it takes the direction of the hand as 

shown in figure below: 

 

Fig.2  Hand direction segment 

After capturing the hand shape, two types of 

features are extracted to form the feature vector-local 

feature and global features. 

 

µpp=∑∑(x-µx)p(y-µy)nf(x,y)    (1) 

µ(k)pp=∑∑(x(k)-µx)p(y-µy)nf(x,y)   

 (2) 

for all k €{1,2,3,…..88} & p  € {0,1} 
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Kulkarni recognize static posture of American 

Sign Language using neural network algorithm. The input 

image are converted into HSV color model, resized into 

80X64 and some image pre-processing operations are 

applied to segment the hand from a uniform background, 

features are extracted using histogram technique and 

Hough algorithm 

Wyoski presented rotation invariant postures using 

boundary histogram. Cameras were used to acquire the 

input image, filter for skin color detection has been used 

following clustering process to find the boundary for each 

group in the clustered image using contour tracking 

algorithm. 

OBJECTIVES: 

By using proper sensors (accelerometers and 

gyros) worn on the body of a patient and by reading the 

values from those sensors, robots can assist in patient 

rehabilitation. The best example can be stroke 

rehabilitation. 

Through the use of gesture recognition, "remote 

control with the wave of a hand" of various devices is 

possible. The signal must not only indicate the desired 

response, but also which device to be controlled. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

The block diagram of proposed system is given 

below : 

 

Fig.3  Proposed system 

The first step involves the capturing of image 

using camera and conversion of the input RGB image to 

HSV colour space. This step is done because HSV model is 

more sensitive to changes in lighting condition. HSV which 

means Hue (H), Saturation (S) and the brightness (I, V or 

L).The resulting image is filtered, smoothened and finally 

we obtain a gray scale image. 

After the skin has been extracted from the input 

image, hand cropping is done. As we are considering the 

gesture shown by the hand only till the wrist portion, it is 

important to remove the other skin parts. 

After extraction of the desired hand we extracted 

only the edges of the hand in the image so as to further 

reduce the time and computational complexity during the 

whole process. There are different edge detection 

techniques like Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, Gaussian, zero-

cross and canny method among which Canny method is 

found to be the best of all the techniques studied as it uses 

two different thresholds, a low threshold and a high 

threshold to detect strong and weak edges, thus eliminating 

the problem of inclusion false edges and discarding the 

valid edge points. 

Extraction of unique features for each gesture 

which are independent of human hand size and light 

illumination is important. The proposed system is planned 

to use Ant Colony Optimization Technique as it provides 

advantage like positive feedback loop. 

 

LIMITATIONS: 

There are many challenges associated with the 

accuracy and usefulness of gesture recognition software. 

For image-based gesture recognition there are limitations 

on the equipment used and image noise. Images or video 

may not be under consistent lighting, or in the same 

location. Items in the background or distinct features of the 

users may make recognition more difficult. 

Orientation histogram method have some 

problems which are similar gestures might have different 

orientation histograms and different gestures may have 

similar orientation histograms. Besides that the proposed 

method will achieve for any objects that dominate the 

image even if it is not a hand gesture. 

Neural network classifier has been applied for 

gesture classification but it is time consuming and when the 

number of training data increases, the time required for 

classification is also increases too. The ant colony 

algorithm is natural metaphor, adaptivity, inherent 

parallelism and positive feedback. 

In k-means Prediction of K is difficult for fixed 

number of clusters. Different initial partitions result in 

different final clusters. 

In Hidden Markov Model Large assumptions 

about the data. Huge number of parameters needs to be set. 

Training data required is large. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

The steps that are using in this method for 

recognizing different hand gestures are skin filtering, edge 

detection, Ant Colony Optimization and finally a proper 

classifier, where we are using angle based classification to 

detect which symbol the test image belongs to. The 

experiment is to be performed with bare hands 

Going forward the ant colony optimization 

technique for hand gesture recognition shall be one of the 

best method comparing current ones. 
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